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Abstract: Transitions to deal with the grand challenges of contemporary societies require novel kinds of leadership, which can both stimulate novel organizational practices and changes in practices and structures in the organization’s context. This article seeks to understand how (changes in) the external structural context may influence organizational-internal transformative leadership and vice versa, and what kind of work is implied in leadership to transform current business models. It uses notions from literature on relational leadership and transformative leadership as sensitizing concepts. It then explores the leadership work in two case studies, on fishing in Portugal and care farming in the Netherlands. We find a dialectic interplay of the interactions between leaders and others on the one hand, and contextual changes on the other. Using a system-building perspective from innovation system literature, that interaction is driven by the quest to establish legitimacy and market formation and acceptance, knowledge and other resources for innovations.
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1. Introduction

Grand societal challenges, such as climate change, urbanization, food security, and ageing, are generally seen in organizational studies as parts of a turbulent context to which organizations must adapt [1–4]. This obviously reflects the traditional central concern regarding how organizations ensure their fit with their environment [5,6]. Interestingly, Van Dijk [7] has recently reflected on the state of the art of leadership theory from the more engaged viewpoint of how organizations may contribute to resolving these challenges. As she notes, this often deals with novel, collaborative modes of value creation—more accurately, value co-creation between an organization and its social or physical context—such as closing substance cycles between a farm and surrounding nature, or the use of excess heat from data centers for home heating in an adjacent welling area. Value co-creation presents so-called “wicked problems”, for which more than one solution exist, stakes are high and multiple actors are involved from various domains. Thus, as Van Dijk puts it, while “technical problems require good management, wicked problems require good leadership” Van Dijk [7] (pp. 17–18, our translation). Stipulating that good leadership is leadership that tailors itself to the specific problem at hand and for its context, she points to Complex Leadership Theory (CLT) as a promising approach.

CLT is rooted in complex adaptive systems theory [8], in which innovations emerge from complex, non-linear interactions between agents who deal with problems, often originating from the system’s environment. CLT understands organizations as a complex system, embedded in a
dynamic environment [9]. Mendes et al. [1] have aptly synthesized the work of different authors by conceiving complex system leadership “as a shared emergent process where individuals and teams interact and learn from each other to produce novelty and adaptive capacity [10–12]. In complexity leadership theory, leadership functions are not considered to be restricted to one specific person (e.g., CEO) or group (e.g., top management team). Instead, complexity leadership theory emphasizes creating organizational conditions that enable effective, but largely unspecified, future adaptive states. This means that formal leaders per se are not in full control of organizational dynamics, and co-workers are empowered to collectively learn and implement new solutions.” Mendes et al. [1] (p. 302).

Such leadership, by its nature, will indeed adapt to the problem at hand and its context. Also, the idea that leadership is not a quality of the leader, but of her relations with others, as adopted from relational leadership theory, is obviously of key importance to new, collaborative models of value creation. Finally, the idea of empowerment of workers for engaging in innovations is also crucial here, not only for implementing such innovations, as Mendes et al. [1] say, but also for outlining and developing them to deal with, and make more structured, wicked problems. Yet, from the viewpoint of our interest in leadership for new value creation, there is an important limit. In CLT, as in organization studies and business administration more generally, leadership focuses on shaping the organization, adapting it to its environment which—although portrayed as mainly dynamic—is not seen as an object of intervention by the leader (cf. the review in [13]). As evidenced by multiple examples (e.g., [14–16]), practices for new forms of value creation struggle with their context and require contextual change to be successful. Leadership cannot just take context for granted and adapt to it; it will also need to consider the context as an object of intervention.

This can be understood more deeply based on transition theory [17,18], in which a basic proposition is that dominant societal problem definitions, social practices and (discursive, institutional and material) structures co-evolve over time. Thus, when problems have been on the agenda for a prolonged time, a regime will emerge: a coherent and self-reproducing system of practices to deal with these problems, and associate structures. This regime nurtures “regular” practices and privileges them over innovative ones which, due to a misfit with regime practices and structures, may be hampered by inertia and resistance. Two often-encountered expressions are that (i) attempted novel practices lose their more deviant features (e.g., because the actors involved consider feasibility based on incumbent assumptions and fit with existing rules) and (ii) where practices maintain some “deviance”, they may fail precisely for not fitting the incumbent regime [19–21]. Transition theory therefore designates such problems as not merely wicked, but even persistent: the system from which the problem arises, complicates resolving them. The above observation on organizations seeking to establish new modes of value creation can be understood as a case in point.

Under such circumstances, leadership must not only adapt the organization’s practices and structures to context, but also its (relations to) contextual practices and structures. In other words, leadership is about shaping the co-evolution of organization and context. In this article, we seek to explore, through two case studies, the work implied in such leadership. More specifically, we aim to better understand how (changes in) the external structural context may influence organizational-internal transformative leadership and vice versa, and what kind of work is implied in leadership to transform current business models.

Our focus on the interaction between (changes in) external context and organizational-internal changes reflects to a key insight from complex adaptive systems theory: that the governing system must be understood as, or is essentially bound to become, part of the system to be governed (Loorbach [22], p. 175). The work of complexity leadership has, however, hardly been conceptualized. We will start with theoretical notions on various leadership theories, i.e., relational and transformative leadership, and innovation systems theory from transition studies. This leads to our conceptual framework on relational and transformative leadership in context. In the methodology, we present the analytical design for our exploration. Then, we introduce the two illustrative case studies on a fishery organization in Portugal and on a care farming organization in the Netherlands respectively.
We analyze the forms of leadership involved, and the co-evolution of these organizations in their context. We end by discussing potential theoretical contributions and concluding remarks.

2. Theoretical Notions on Leadership in Context

Complexity Leadership Theory has adopted a specific form of leadership, i.e., relational leadership, claiming that this facilitates the realization of innovations [4,9,23]. Central to relational leadership is the recognition that leadership in novel value creation models is in relations. Sharma et al. [24], writing on healthcare innovation, has also stipulated that leadership cannot be controlled by an individual: rather it must be interdependent leadership operating at all levels of an organization. This has been confirmed in a comparative analysis by Uruena et al. [25]. Transformative leadership helps to understand how leadership may empower players for innovation.

However, the work involved in leadership for promoting innovative practices remains hitherto under-investigated (but see e.g., [26]), and this is even more the case for the work involved in co-shaping innovations and context. There is thus no fully fledged analytical framework available. We will therefore, instead, propose a proper set of sensitizing concepts, drawing on three bodies of literature. Two focuses on the interaction between leaders and others: to identify some that fit the collaborative nature of innovations, relational leadership literature offers some help; to appreciate how to achieve the transformational character of the innovations, we will complement this with some notions from transformational leadership literature. To understand the dynamics of co-shaping innovations and context, we will use concepts from innovation systems theory.

2.1. Characteristics of Relational and Transformative Leadership

Relational leadership literature, emphasizing the distributed nature of leadership, suggests multiple elements of the work involved. Firstly, it emerges from a group of interacting individuals, featuring open boundaries, and the distribution of expertise across different participants, including communities and opinion leaders [27–29]. It is thus based on an organizational culture that allows taking decisions and communicating them transparently [30]. Secondly, relational leadership often leads to collaborative partnerships among leaders that aim to change the environment to improve population-level outcomes [31]. Thirdly, collaboration often aims at some sort of change or adoption of new behavior [32]. Fourthly, to gain advantage from relational or collaborative leadership, practitioners need to engage in continuous process of nurturing the collaborative/relational processes, often dealing with issues of trust [33] or legitimacy [34]. Uhl-Bien [23] sees relational leadership as a social influence process through which emergent coordination (e.g., evolving social order) and change (e.g., new approaches, values, attitudes, behaviors, ideologies) are constructed and produced.

Another area of leadership literature focuses on the (mutual, iterative) relation between a leader and her followers (e.g., [35,36]). This transformational leadership literature may help to understand the internal process associated with major innovations. Important are the involvement and motivation of, and relations between, the leader and followers. Culture, convictions, attitudes and values need to be transformed. Accordingly, Paffen [37] discerns four characteristics of transformative leadership: (1) inspiring motivation (the ability to persuade followers and to get along with a particular vision and ambition); (2) intellectual stimulation (to create awareness to view problems from different angles and encourage followers in finding of creative solutions); (3) individual involvement (creating context for knowledge-gathering); and (4) ideal influence (one is willing to engage with the case and open for personal sacrifice, enjoying trust and respect from the followers) [37]. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of relational and transformative leadership (emphasizing the work involved) that will serve as sensitizing concepts.
Table 1. Characteristics of Relational and Transformative leadership.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the Work of Relational Leadership</th>
<th>Characteristics of the Work of Transformative Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1: ensuring an organizational culture that allows taking decisions and communicating them transparently</td>
<td>T1: provide inspiring motivation (to persuade followers and to get along with a particular vision and ambition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2: establish collaborative partnerships among leaders that aim to change the environment</td>
<td>T2: provide intellectual stimulation (=to create awareness to view problems from different angles and encourage followers in finding of creative solutions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3: promote collaboration aimed at some sort of change or adoption of new behavior</td>
<td>T3: stimulate individual involvement through creating context for knowledge-gathering and learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4: make practitioners engage in continuous process of nurturing the collaboration, often dealing with issues of trust or legitimacy</td>
<td>T4: promote ideal influence (make others willing with the case and open for personal sacrifice, enjoying trust and respect from the followers)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Innovation System Theory

Other bodies of literature yield insight into the dynamics of relations between leadership and external orders needed to realize innovations. Next to “leadership work” as explained in the former part, also “institutional work” needs to take place. Institutional entrepreneurship literature has explored how institutional change may be promoted by individuals or through collective action by actors/leaders undertaking a dialectical process of framing and legitimization [38], where institutions change through day-to-day activities of groups of individual actors [39]. Different actors will react differently when faced with innovation. The willingness of an actor to adopt an innovation is said to depend on whether the innovation is seen as a threat or an opportunity, e.g., competence-enhancing or -destroying [38]. Actors, facing an innovation, can try to create new institutions or change existing ones to better fit their needs. This is also called institutional work, a micro-perspective where institutions change through day-to-day activities of groups of individual actors [39]. The activities of leaders can influence the institutional context in a positive way, for example in the case of a leader starting research activities, or actor activities can have a negative impact, such as an actor lobbying against an innovation [40].

This process of changing a business or organizational environment is been usefully understood as system-building in literature on Technological Innovation Systems [41,42]. While institutional work is a major dimension of system-building, the latter also explicitly covers the establishment or transformation of material structures as well as discursive change via the motors of technical change such as resource mobilization and legitimacy creation. Such systems comprise interconnected actors, institutions, networks and artefacts that develop, produce, market, and regulate a particular innovation. System-building is “the deliberate creation or modification of broader institutional or organizational structures in a . . . system carried out by innovative actors. It includes the creation or reconfiguration of value chains as well as the creation of a supportive environment” for an emerging innovation (Musiolik et al. [43], p. 1035, own translation). According to Planko et al. [44], this co-creation of a business ecosystem can be strategic and is thus formulated as strategic collective system-building. This concept describes “processes and activities that networks of actors can strategically engage in to collectively build a favorable environment for their innovative sustainability technology” ([44], p. 2328). Various types of system-building activities can be undertaken individually or collectively. Based on the categorization by Van de Ven [45] we focus on (i) knowledge and proprietary activities of organizations who carry out R&D in areas related to innovation; (ii) institutional arrangements including legitimation (i.e., creation of trust) and governance (i.e., norms, rules, regulations); and (iii) market formation. Much of the substance of the leadership work may thus be described as relational, transformative leadership (Table 1). What Innovation System literature adds is an understanding of the key activities of system-building (Hekkert et al. [42], the “motors” that drive the dialectic interplay of the interactions.
between leaders and others on the one hand, and contextual changes on the other: the quest to establish legitimacy and market formation and acceptance, knowledge and other resources for innovations. We will use these notions as foci for the secondary analysis of our two cases.

3. Methodology: Analytical Design

To discuss the work involved complexity leadership, we will use as “sensitizing concepts” [46] notions from three kinds of literature: relational leadership transformative leadership theory, and the Innovation System Building theory from transition studies to understand the dynamics of co-shaping an innovative practice and its context (see former section).

We use these sensitizing concepts to perform a secondary analysis of two earlier published cases. In line with our exploratory objective, we have selected them for variety in terms of context and the nature of the value creation proposition. The first case study [47,48], on a fishery organization in Portugal, is at least initially on a very regular issue and remains located within one regime. It focuses on dealing with a typical common pool of resources (fish) problem, by eventually transforming the regime, removing the tension between producing a private good (fish) and maintaining a public value (biodiversity). It was based on interviews, documents and observations.

The second case study, care farming in the Netherlands [49] is initially located between two different regimes, that of agriculture and that of health care, but may be read as the start of establishing from there a new “care farming” regime. The value creation challenge is to co-create (i) economic viability of food production by farmers who simultaneously do more justice to public values (e.g., animal welfare) and goods (soil quality, biodiversity etc.) under adverse economic and policy circumstances; and (ii) better capacity to maintain another public value, health, in particular for so-called non-communicable diseases, which the incumbent health system (which is also under pressure due to sociological trends) finds hard to meet. This case study too was originally based on interviews, documents and observations.

We understand that the aforementioned two cases do not exhaust the conceivable set of cases. Other types of cases (including cases in which leadership is exercised by a team rather than a single person) need to be explored in the future. Also, more ambiguous cases, comprising episodes of more and less successful leadership, may yield further understanding. Yet, these two cases are different enough to enable a first exploration and gain some insights. For each of these cases, we will follow the development of innovative practices from a “dual vision” ([17], pp. 315–319): An action perspective—more particularly the perspective of the project leadership—analyzed through a “follow-the-actor” approach, based on a description of leadership intervention and the underlying motives and considerations, and a meta-perspective—analyzing the dynamic relationship between the project and its context, by focusing on both the “autonomous” changes in structural context and the influence of the agency of the leader. In transition studies, this helps analyze transformation through a structuration lens, i.e., recognizing that structure is both medium and outcome of (transformative or self-reproducing) practices [50]. In terms of organizational studies, it helps us to do justice to agency, in line with Baum and Shipilov’s [51] pledge, to avoid structural determinism while recognizing the importance of context as a supplier of resources (organizational ecology literature, cf. [52,53] and as hampering change (structural inertia theory, cf. [54,55]).

4. Case Study: Fishery in Portugal

Our first case, a secondary analysis of the study by Karadzic et al. [47], focuses on the ArtesanalPesca fish Producers Organization (PO) from Sesimbra, Portugal. POs are a construct under the EU’s common market policies with the authority to regulate the market and plan fish landing and processing in a specific region. While membership is voluntary, members are obliged to sell their fish through their PO, which in turn offers benefits such as marketing efforts and a minimum price, guaranteed by the EU.
In Portugal, about one third of all vessels (accounting for 78% of all landings) has joined one of the fifteen POs. Fish is typically sold through “descending-bid” type auctions, on, moreover, a rapidly fluctuating market. This enables downward price manipulation by retailers, especially in time of oversupply. The resultant income uncertainty then makes fishermen fish more, which on the one hand yields a threat to the fish stock, and on the other puts further downward pressure on the prices they receive. Thus, arises what we will further call a dual detriment. That detriment also is rooted in the fishermen’s traditional, historical-institutional shaped market-averse attitude. Even before the EU system, the corporatist system under the Salazar regime had produced weak self-organizing capacity and as a result a rather limited self-understanding among fishermen as the ones who would just bring the fish to land, while others would sell it and pay the fishermen a fair price for it.

ArtesanalPesca (Sesimbra, Portugal) is the only PO entitled to catch black scabbard fish in Portuguese continental waters; typically, this is done through longline fishing. In addition, its members catch other species, such as mackerel, sardines and octopus. Depending on market demand, they leave the port two or three times a week. Founded in 1986, it went through a major conflict between 1993 and 1995, when its leadership decided to build a storage facility that could help dampen market fluctuations and thus the dual detriment. Only twenty vessel owners were prepared to contribute financially to the plan. The still young organization lacked experience with and practice in taking and communicating such decisions (R1, R4 lacking), and it was difficult for leadership to convince the other two thirds of the members to support the plan (R3 lacking). These members then left the organization.

By December 2004, however, many of them joined the “remainers” when heavy black scabbard fishing made the prices drop to the extent that interrupting fishing became the least disadvantageous option. Vessel-owners dedicated to black scabbard fish (most of them left the organization during 1993–95) requested a meeting with the ArtesanalPesca and it was the way that ArtesanalPesca’s leadership responded to this crisis that transformed both the organization and its context. While supporting the fishermen’s catch stop, they also sought to exploit the crisis to explore a more fundamental solution which, they realized, would require collaboration between as many vessel owners as possible (R3). They thus invited the “leavers” to re-join the PO, much to the chagrin of those who had remained and invested in the new facility. Through several meetings (T3), leadership settled the dispute. In doing so, it could draw on the crisis, which affected both members and former members, and made them open to looking at their context in different ways (T2) and re-consider their preparedness for further collaboration (R3). By January 2005, most vessel owners were members again.

This set the stage for ArtesanalPesca leadership to pursue, in the following months, two (material and institutional) structural changes. First, it had a freezing facility installed and started to process, package and store its products. Second, drawing on the power base it established annual contracts with retailers for providing agreed, significant amounts of fish at a fixed price, higher than the average auction price. Obviously, these internal (material) and external (institutional) changes potentially could reinforce and enabled each other. Together, they largely re-solved the “dual detriment” mechanism: fish stocks were maintained better, and social-economically the benefits were tremendous: no occasional excess supply so no need to get the minimum price anymore, but rather higher prices throughout and stable incomes. Yet, pursuing and investing in these changes was a daring kind of experimentation at the time, when the preparedness for collaboration that created (R3) was still fragile. It could be undertaken because leadership had created, as Karadzic et al. [47], (p. 36) put it, a supportive learning environment that made these processes possible: “learning by doing” to solve internal conflicts and resistance; learning and sharing from experiences to increase mutual trust and improve relationships; learning how to react. Leadership drew on this learning environment of the crisis to stimulate a change of perceptions of context and self (T2). It was not at all certain that these changes would last, and thus required some courage to nevertheless make the significant investments needed for the storage and processing facilities. That things nevertheless worked out successfully was due to some other pieces of work by leadership. Crucial was the principal manager’s relational competence in credibly justifying and managing investments, and in networking and negotiating (R2, R3, R4). While his (especially
external) success in doing so yielded him additional trust and credibility and thus both increased members’ willingness to support his strategy (T4) it would soon appear how fragile this still was.

That moment occurred when the auction market, where less fish was offered, responded to the new situation by increasing prices. That made some members sell their fish directly at the auction, rather than to the PO as agreed. This damaged everyone: auction prices went down again, the PO had to buy, at higher costs, part of its fish at the auction to fulfill its contractual obligations with retail, and it undermined trust between the PO members. It was through a new series of meetings, creating opportunities for collective learning, drawing on (figures about) the experiences gained both at the auction and at the new own system (T3). Through the process, he increased his capacity to motivate and stimulate members (T1, T2) enough to stabilize their new perceptions of their role the market and the need to collaborate. By 2007, 100% of the black scabbard fish was offered to the PO. Fishermen’s perceptions had changed, they had come to trust and respect leadership and they had been empowered to assume an active role in changing the system: from “reacting” to systems problems to “acting” to change the structures and behaviors that designed the problems. Simultaneously, the external structural changes realized by leadership had improved the organization’s adaptive capacity. New challenges and novel solutions kept emerging and demanded alertness and resilience. Therefore, the system was still in a state of (sometimes very) dynamic equilibrium. Yet, two things had changed: it was a different state of equilibrium, where some of the original tensions between the different values to be pursued (meeting market demand, maintaining fishermen’s incomes and maintaining fish stocks proper levels) had been relieved. Second, the changes just discussed together improved the adaptiveness of the system.

5. Case Study: Care Farming in the Netherlands

Care farms provide health and social services through involving clients in agricultural production: a typical example of joint value creation, to which at least two regimes serve as contexts: health care and agriculture. For farmers, it yields additional income in times in which other economic activities than primary production has become essential for making sufficient money. For the health sector where the increasing importance of non-communicable diseases and changing political views on the welfare state have generated an interest in deinstitutionalization and socialization of care and more emphasis on the agency of clients. (Hassink [49], chapter 1)

In the care domain, the demographic and epidemiologic transitions (ageing and the shift in emphasis towards chronic diseases), concerns on the long-term affordability of the current care system and sociological trends (individualization and a longing for more autonomy) all press on incumbent care practices and their institutional and discursive embedment [56]. In agriculture, liberalization of global trade, the need to deal with climate change and increasing scarcity of key resources such as phosphates, societal concerns about animal welfare are among the developments that press on the EU Common Agricultural Policy and agrifood value chains [57]—with due consequences for farmer incomes. This has led to a quest for “multifunctional agriculture” [58,59], including care farming in which care clients receive care through participating in agricultural production.

Care farming is a rapidly expanding sector in Europe, and the Netherlands is a frontrunner [60]. In the rapid expansion of Dutch care farming, regional organizations of care farmers, set up to collectively promote business opportunities in the care sector, have played a key role. Referring to Hassink [49] for a more comprehensive account of these various factors and their action, we here rely on a secondary analysis of his comparative article on two regional organizations to explore the workings of leadership in system innovations (Hassink et al. [61]; where indicated, also using some data and findings from Hassink et al. [62]).

The two organizations, BEZIG (Wageningen, The Netherlands) and Landzijde (Purmerend, The Netherlands), differ in terms of the results they managed to realize. Put briefly, compared with BEZIG, Landzijde managed to increase resources obtained from the care sector at a considerably higher rate, and managed to generate resources not only from health insurers but also from other
organizations, such as reintegration firms and the city of Amsterdam. These differences appear to be largely attributable to differences in the strategies developed by the leadership of the organizations.

Landzijde was established by a farmer as a foundation to embed care farming in the care sector, to seize the opportunity implied by, on the one hand, the vicinity of many care clients in several big cities and the support from province, and, on the other hand, the lack of competence and interest among most farmers to embed themselves in the care sector. His primary conviction was that the success of Landzijde would mainly depend on the degree to which it would establish legitimacy in, and (thus) gain resources from, the care sector; and that, therefore, client needs should be central to Landzijde’s endeavors. This vision and ambition (T1) together with his thirst for knowledge of the care sector (T3) and the fact that he himself was satisfied with a relatively small salary (T4) generated legitimacy and trust during his intense engagement with one insurance company (R4) who then helped him open doors among other insurance companies, while the director himself worked hard to develop legitimacy and trust among care organizations (R2), following the principle to work only with care organizations with ambitions—i.e., fellow transformative leaders (T1). As described in Hassink et al. [62], his mobilization of insurers and provincial support provided him with the resources to hire professionals well acquainted with the rules and realities of the care sector (T3), and not in for “big money” (T4). They helped him to develop quality standards (T2), which in turn further increased legitimacy and trust among insurers, and to benefit from a provision in care legislation where clients could spend a certain budget on care providers of their own choosing, provided that it fulfilled proper quality standards. In these ways, Landzijde could generate resources in a way that allowed for rapid expansion. These quality standards and the expertise of Landzijde employees also formed the basis on which Landzijde could help care organizations to develop innovative care practices, which in turn helped generate trust between Landzijde and these organizations (R4) as well opportunities to draw on, and contribute to, innovation programs (T3, R4).

Simultaneously, Landzijde’s director managed to build a network in the primary sector. He started with enrolling and engaging respected farmers (R2, R4) who found his vision and innovative ambition attractive (T1), which helped to raise confidence among a wider set of farmers [62]. This confidence was, of course, further increased by Landzijde’s proven capacity to mobilize resources and attract clients. That legitimacy also created a culture in which farmers were more forced to attend quarterly network meetings and were prepared to let themselves be professionally educated (R4, T3) in adopting professional practices (R3, T1) of care farming, in accordance with quality standards. The Landzijde director deliberately combined working in such collaborative and supportive relationships with nurturing central, yet transparent decision making (R1) without active involvement of the farmers, but with active involvement of clients.

Importantly, while this way of working with “his” farmers allowed him to act as an active, creative institutional entrepreneur, it also worked the other way around: his success in connecting to and transforming context generated and reinforced Landzijde’s legitimacy, which was the basis for accepting this organizational structure. In more general terms, a key condition for success was network building and collaborative engagement with farmers and network building and collaborative engagement with actors in the care sector.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, we have sought to analyze how organizational leadership may contribute to systemic innovations through reflexive agency, i.e., though not only changing internal practices and structures, but also through finding novel ways to relate to, or even co-shape, those in the organization’s context. To answer this question, we have investigated two case studies in terms of how leaders drew on key features of relational and transformative leadership (Table 1). This has enabled us to contribute to a more fine-grained analysis of the actual work of transforming relations, showing how agency matters [51] and to further developing Complexity Leadership Theory, which considers
the organization and its context basically as a whole, and therefore is particularly relevant for a new generation of creative, collaborative, network-based value creation.

Our case studies confirm the importance of the features emphasized in the literature on relational and transformative leadership. Based on innovation system literature, we may add to strategic leadership literature that the ways in which these features matter may be understood by stating that they are part of efforts of system-building, especially regarding legitimacy creation and market formation. In line with the findings of Planko et al. [44,63], we have found that joint vision and ambition [T1] are of key importance: they mobilize, both internally and externally, others [R2, T2] by indicating how a wicked problem may be fruitfully solved, and they provide orientation [R3] and legitimacy [R4] to the collective action implied in the systemic innovation. Collaborative/relational processes are important to generate trust or legitimacy [R4]. In line with findings by Grin [64], the need for trust and legitimacy appear to be crucial drivers of system-building and of leadership. While Technological Innovation Systems literature has drawn some attention for legitimization, especially in relation to knowledge generation and mobilization, our findings suggest that this element deserves more attention.

Furthermore, as another confirmation of the findings of Planko et al. [44,63], the role of experts, expertise and knowledge is of key importance, resonating with Thornton’s institutional order of profession [65]. This may be well understood from a system-building perspective: as Hekkert et al. [42] argue, knowledge is essential to provide further guidance to the search process, and thus relating the innovation to knowledgeable actors and sources of knowledge (development) is of key importance. They also show how that process is intertwined with legitimation. We therefore argue that knowledge, and the contribution of knowledge acquisition and development to legitimization, deserves more attention in leadership literature. While in relational leadership literature there is hitherto virtually no attention to knowledge, our relational view on the intertwinement of legitimacy [R4] and knowledge generation and mobilization may be well incorporated in this approach. Work on transformational leadership, which mainly discusses knowledge in terms of generating a context for knowledge gathering through individual involvement, might offer a more comprehensive and fine-grained analysis by paying more attention to the collective and relational nature of knowledge. Our cases showed potential “motors” between knowledge gathering through intellectual stimulation, individual commitment combined with a lot of inspiration and idealism (i.e., transformational leadership), backed up by various relational leadership features, such as a transparent organizational culture, collaborative partnerships, and engagement and legitimacy of practitioners. Changes in shared beliefs within an organization, learning from outsiders, and repositioning or integration of resources, routines in the context of the farming and (health)care regimes respectively, are activities that iteratively influence and maybe reinforce each other, and could lead to transitions. These motors are also described by Hekkert et al. [42].

Our third main finding concerns mobilizing the financial resources needed for developing and realizing the innovation. This too may be understood from a system-building perspective: not only were collaboration and partnerships [R2, R3] part of establishing a new system in and of themselves, but they also were mainly driven by and helped to meet the quest for enabling the innovation by creating and/or relating to institutional funding provisions. This process is identified by Hekkert et al. [42] as another motor for system-building. It may be included in relational theory as both the driver and the potential result of partnerships and collaboration, and in transformational literature as a second incentive (next to intellectual stimulation, [T3]) to encourage the development of creative solutions and, maybe more importantly, to promote the further spread and upscaling of solutions realized by frontrunners.

Importantly, and as a further upshot of our analysis, these findings show that the leadership features identified in relational and transformational leadership literature (Table 1) are important for interactions both internal and external to the organization. Even stronger, these processes appear deeply intertwined, in ways that may be understood from a system-building perspective. Another way
to put this is that we have shown how one may further develop Van Dijk’s notion of complexity leadership through drawing upon key findings from earlier leadership literature and adopting a system-building perspective as proposed in Technological Innovation Systems literature. Such a synthesis may help to understand how leaders, in realizing new, network-based value propositions, are both shaped by and shaping a complex system that comprises actors and arrangements both internal and external to the organization. In fact, our analysis suggests that leadership does not take such boundaries as points of departure but works to achieve system-building both internally and externally in ways shaped by its quests for legitimacy, knowledge and funding. This both underlines and gives additional meaning to Van Dijk’s [7] claim that such boundaries become increasingly blurred and increasingly relevant.

Finally, this perspective yields additional insight in how leadership may change external context. It confirms earlier findings by authors such as Hargrave and Van de Ven [38] and Lawrence et al. [39]. Our use of insights from relational and transformational leadership theory adds to such work a more fine-grained understanding of the interactions between leadership and external context. We have already discussed one important new insight: the potential role of ideals and modesty. In addition, we have seen how system-building may involve a broader repertoire than this literature tends to discuss. Lawrence and Suddaby [66] describe three different types of institutional work: (1) creating; (2) maintaining and (3) disrupting institutions to make place for new ones. While we have clearly seen, and analyzed in a more fine-grained way, the first two types of work, we have not seen much of institutional disruption. What actually happened is that new institutional arrangements were created by (i) relating to and (ii) transforming diverse (e.g., care and agriculture) existing arrangements and power structures. This was not because incumbent arrangements did not imply inertia but because strategically operating system-building leaders saw pragmatic opportunities to create the arrangements they needed. Furthermore, it was important to develop an organization that would fulfill the expectations and requirements of the healthcare sector (especially regarding health insurers). Therefore the notion of ideal influence [T4] deserves more attention. In many cases, it was precisely the ability of leaders to suppress narrow self-interest and to display modesty in portraying their roles that supported creation of legitimacy and (thus) realized access to resources.

Further analysis is needed to see whether and under what conditions such action may still presupposes, for longer term success, institutional disruption—alternatively, productive interactions between novel practices and novel arrangements may make, paraphrasing Lenin’s famous words, incumbent institutions wither away.

To that end, we may build upon some key features from the organizational ecology literature (e.g., Baum and Shipilov [51]) and structural inertia theory to further conceptualize the problem. Organizational ecology scholars argue that legitimacy is a key element for organizational survival [52,53]. A legitimate status is sine qua non for resources to be mobilized, and for demand to form and to acquire regulatory support. The notion of “density dependence” sees to the need for organizations that wish to pursue an innovation to achieve legitimacy by relating the innovation to as many external sources of legitimacy as possible. Organizational ecology assumes that a high density of the population is therefore likely to promote the development of a novel organizational practice. Against skeptics and critics who argue that this is an overly deterministic view, Baum and Shipilov [51] point out that “individuals matter”, a point we take to mean here that leadership as agency (i.e., as “the capacity to act otherwise” Giddens [50]) matters. Structural inertia theory emphasizes that organizations often face difficulties in sufficiently swiftly changing their strategies and internal organization to changes in their context. They find that this is often the reason organizations are replaced by younger ones. There is a body of literature emphasizing that leadership is being shaped by historically grown “institutional logic”, which have both material and symbolic elements. Thornton and Occasio [67,68] elaborate how this logic shapes leadership and emphasize that they in turn have been historically shaped (and thus help to operationalize structural inertia). Thornton [65] produced six different institutional orders or sets of unique practices, symbols, and organizing principles that influence the behavior of an organization.
or individual. These include: the corporation, the state, the market, the family, the religion, and the professions. In more recent work, Thornton et al. [69] add the community as a seventh institutional order. Taking these institutional orders into account, leaders could for example have transformative capacity via their profession (e.g., legitimation of expert knowledge) or via the community they are acting in (e.g., professional bodies).

Taking these insights together, an organization derives its legitimacy from the ways it strategically ties up to its context; it will have to transform, to a greater or lesser extent, this embedment when it seeks to pursue an innovation in its practices. This paper showed the entanglement of internal and external leadership work to be performed. Using system-building literature, the identified innovation motors nicely showed the actual work to be done. What is still lacking, Baum and Shipilov ([51], pp. 100–101) argue, is a more fine-grained analysis of the actual work of transforming relations. More specifically, a system-building perspective adds at least two things to insights on institutional entrepreneurship. First, it enables us to appreciate the intertwine ment of the work done on internal and on external practices and structures. Second, it helps us elaborate, in addition to work on the institutional dimension of structure, also work on discursive and material structures. A promising route for further research would be to investigate the institutional, material and discursive work implied in reflexive agency. Such studies may shed important new light on contemporary practices of value co-creation. In pursuing such studies it will, finally, also be interesting to include different forms of so-called “distributive leadership”, located in teams or networks, rather than in individuals. Such leadership is encountered in many contemporary practices of value co-creation, such as citizen-led design of energy-neutral, circular economy urban neighborhoods.
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